Abstract-Beetle antennae search (BAS) is an efficient metaheuristic algorithm inspired by foraging behaviors of beetles. This algorithm includes several parameters for tuning and the existing results are limited to solve single objective optimization. This work pushes forward the research on BAS by providing one variant that releases the tuning parameters and is able to handle multi-objective optimization. This new approach applies normalization to simplify the original algorithm and uses a penalty function to exploit infeasible solutions with low constraint violation to solve the constraint optimization problem. Extensive experimental studies are carried out and the results reveal efficacy of the proposed approach to constraint handling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nature-inspired algorithms have giant potential to solve optimization problems and have been successfully implemented in various scientific and engineering domains [1] . main challenges of meta-heuristic algorithms lie in how to handle various constraints imposed on variables and how to simplify the parameter tuning of algorithms.
Because of the presence of constraints, the feasible space may be largely reduced, making the searching a changeling task a comparison with non-constrained optimization with a single objective. To solve the aforementioned optimization problem, Tessema and Yen [2] propose an adaptive penalty function to exploit infeasible solutions with appropriate fitness value and low constraint violation. And then, they extend the constraint-handling results to multi-objective evolutionary optimization problem based on adaptive penalty function and distance measure [3] . Using a multi-objective formulation, Runarsson and Yao [4] propose a common approach to apply a penalty function to bias the search towards a feasible solution.
In terms of parameter tuning, we further develop our previous work call the beetle antennae search (BAS) algorithm which is inspired by the searching and detecting behavior of longhorn beetles. In this paper, we improve the result in [5] to be simple to implement and need no parameter tuning. As the original BAS in [5] does not consider constraint, we also modify the original BAS to be capable of solving constrained optimization problem simultaneously. The main contribution of the are stated as below:
• 1 Normalization method is used to extend the original BAS algorithm to general form without parameter tuning, which makes the algorithm implemented simply.
• 2 Based on the improved BAS algorithm without parameter tuning (BAS-WPT), constraint optimization problems are formulated a multi-objective optimization problem and further handled by penalty function method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, improved BAS-WPT algorithm is proposed. In Section III, BAS-WPT are used in constraint optimization problem. In Section IV, numerical results are presented and compared. In Section V, a concluding remark is drawn.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH DESIGN
In this section, by considering the original BAS, an improved BAS is presented without parameter tuning to simply the application for user. The algorithm is basically an original implementation except for the normalization of input data.
A. the Original BAS
For clear illustration, the original BAS is included in Algorithm 1, which is capable of searching global optimum of both convex and non-convex problem in a general function:
where f is the fitness function and x ∈ R N denotes the input data in n dimensions. The main formula of the naturalinspired BAS consist of tow aspect: searching behavior and detecting behavior. The searching behavior is used to explore by introducing a normalized random unit vector − → b to enhance the searching ability,
and the detecting behavior is used to exploit in an iterative form,
where d represents the distance between tow antennae of a longhorn beetle and δ represents the step size of each iteration. Evidently, the presetting of parameters such as d and δ influences performance of BSA seriously. Thus, we attempt to develop a much effective and robust improvement. Fig. 1 demonstrates the iterative optimization precess of BAS-WPT which can be seen as a variable scale algorithm from the figure obviously.
B. the Proposed BAS-WPT Approach
For the sake of simplicity, we use normalization method to tune parameters of BAS adaptively. Assume that x i , the ith element of x, lies in the rang from x i,l to x i,h , and then x satisfied x ∈ [x l , x h ], where x l is lower bound and x h is the upper bound. The input data used in fitness functon could be formulated in the following expression at each iteration:
Finally, we obtain the global optimum f (x) bst corresponding to the positionx bst by BAS-WPT algorithm with normalized variant x bst . To simplify the parameter tuning further more, we also construct the relationship between searching distance d and step size δ as follows:
where c 1 and c 2 are constants to be adjusted by designers.
III. CONSTRAINT HANDLING BY BAS-WPT
In this section, we extend the BAS-WPT algorithm into constrained optimization problem with penalty function method.
A. Problem Formulation
A constraint optimization problem can be formulated as
There are K inequality function constraints required to be satisfied by the optimal solution. The presence of constraints of both inequality functions and variants restrict the searching area to be a interest region, where suitable solution could be found.
B. Penalty Function Method
To solve the constrained optimization problem, we present penalty function method to deal with inequality function constraint.
In penalty functions, infeasible solutions are penalized for the violation of the inequality constraint by putting penalty terms on the original fitness function, which will reduce the probability of selecting an infeasible solution. Specially, penalty function in our study is formulated in the following form:
where F (x) is the improved fitness function, f (x) is the original fitness function, λ is the penalty parameter usually predefined as a large enough value (e.g. 10 1 0), and the constraint violation h j (x) is defined as
When anyone of the inequality constraints g j (x) > 0 satisfies accompanying with a large value λ, the second term of (6) dominates the fitness function, which makes F (x) → ∞.
Otherwise, all h j (x) = 0 are satisfied, and thus F (x) = f (x). Algorithm 1 corresponding to BAS-WPT algorithm demonstrates the improvement based on BAS adopted in the research to design a more feasible approach to solve the constraint optimization problem. 
while (t < T max ) or (stop criterion) do
Search in variable space with two kinds of antennae according to (1); Update the state variable x t according to (2); Generate the normalized vectorx according to (4) ; Construct the improved fitness function according to (6) and (7); if F (x t ) satisfies optimum condition then
Update parameters according to (4) . Calculate the best potionx bst by x bst similarly to (3) . return x bst , f bst .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we present tow examples from optimization literatures to demonstrate the performance of the proposed BAS-WPT algorithm for constrained optimization.
A. Pressure Vessel Function
There are four variables in pressure vessel problem which aims at minimizing the fitness function below: Table I illustrates the best results obtained by the proposed BAS-WPT algorithm using only 150 iterations and other various existing algorithms to solve the pressure vessel optimization problem. It is worth pointing out that the best result from the proposed BAS-WPT algorithm is better than most of the existing ones and has the fastest convergence simultaneously.
B. Himmelblau Function
We also consider the Himmelblau' nonlinear optimization problem which is a famous benchmark used used for several evolutionary algorithm before. The problem consists of 5 variables, 6 inequality constraint and 10 boundary conditions and could be further stated as follows:
minimizef (x) = 5.3578547x The results are listed in Table whose corresponding experiments for the BAS-WPT algorithm just need only one beetle to run 200 instance. Evidently, the best result generated from the BAS-WPT shows the most excellent performance among all the results listed in Table . The above experiments justify that the proposed BAS-WPT algorithm is effective to handle constraint optimum problem and could achieve a good performance with high convergence rate.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper extends nature-inspired BAS algorithm to solve multi-objective optimization problem and relax it to version without parameter tuning. Two typical benchmarks are considered to validate performances of the algorithm Numerical results justify the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. 
